MISSION REPORT
Reported By: Glyen Ong

Mission Date: 11th - 12th Oct 2014 Mission #: 65

1. DETAILS OF RECIPIENT ORGANISATION:
Organization Name: 2 Orphanages in Batam, INDONESIA
Province: Batam
Country: Indonesia

Name of Person-In-Charge: Ms Eka
Contact Nos: +61282388067777

Name of Person-In-Charge: Ustaz Zulkifli
Contact Nos: +61281372452944

2. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF RECIPIENT ORGANISATION:
Location: Each about 30mins drive from Batam Centre ferry terminal.
Organization’s Activities: They takes in orphaned children and provides them with lodging,
clothes, food, shelter and education. Most importantly providing these underprivileged
children with a proper living environment for positive upbringing.
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3. REASON FOR MISSION:
We have previously tried to extend our social works into Indonesia, starting off with in
Batam about 2 years ago but failed due to communication problems with the locals. Now
with the help of 2 of our new members with relatives there and thus are familiar with the
region, the time is ripe for us to go on this mission as it is always been known that there
are indeed many needy that we can help assist there. This maiden mission will also serve as
a fact finding and familiarization trip to strengthen and extend our work there.
4. MISSION SUMMARY: (what was done, the response, observations etc.)
On 11th Oct 14, SWAN FUND representatives, Ramli, Nurhafifah, Glyen and Anne Ong, set
off from Singapore with about 20kg of preloved toys, 100sets of colour pencils and dozens
of pens, to Batam, Indonesia.
After checking into a nearby hotel for a quick freshen-up, they immediately went to KFC at
Batam Centre and prepared 40sets of Kid’s Meal to be brought for the children in the
orphanage of Panti Asuhan Qurrotu A’Yun.
Reaching the orphanage at about 1500hrs local time, they were greeted by the children
who slowly assembled in the living room of the building. And after a brief introduction by
their care takers and themselves, the food, toys, colour pencil sets and pens were
distributed to each of the children. The face of the children brightens up upon receiving
these and they started eating and playing with each other with their newly received toys.
They mingled with the children, chatted with them and embraced them dearly. After about
2 hours there, it was time to leave. The children did their traditional farewell greetings to
everyone in the team and after some parting photo shots, they left and retire for the day.

The next day on the 12th Oct 14, after checking out of their hotel, they left for another KFC
nearer to the 2nd orphanage to be visited and another 35sets of Kid’s Meals was prepared.
With this and their balanced preloved toys, colour pencils and pens, they reach Panti
Asuhan Al-Ikhlas at about 1500hrs local time. After the children assembled, they greeted
each of them who reciprocated with their traditional greetings to each of them. Shortly
after some introductions by Ustaz Zulkifli and them, the distribution of the rations began.
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As the mood of the children liven up, some performed poem recitation and sang
traditional songs as appreciation to the team.
After spending about 2 ½ hrs with the children, again its time to leave. The residences
gathered with them, took some parting group photos, and they bided farewell to the team
who then left for their dinner before taking the next earliest ferry back to Singapore.

As with all our missions, all traveling expenses on this mission for transportation,
lodging, food, etc. are borne individually by our representatives.

5. LESSONS LEARNT: (IF ANY): For future improvements
Some of the stuff toys in the form of animals were not suitable in such community. This was
not thought off until during preparing stocks in the hotels to be brought 1st orphanage.
This resulted in loosing some numbers of stuffed toys which could otherwise be given to
the children. Future mission would thus have to consider the suitability of such toys before
they are brought on locations. Indeed a valuable lesson learnt.

6.

THOUGHTS OF THE DAY:
Being our 1st mission to a community of a different faith and believes, it truly exemplifies that we
are indeed a non-sectarian charitable society. That we will go anywhere to anyone who we can help,

While achieving our primary objective of bringing warmth to the needy, we are also able to
experience the different lifestyles and practices of a different faith while feeling and
experiencing the same love towards each other.
Indeed living within the family of mother Earth, our love towards all brothers and sisters
would be one that is universal and all encompassing regardless of any cultural, traditions,
faith, believes and lifestyles difference of each other.

**END OF REPORT **
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Summary of donation by SWAN Fund
Rp 2,423,000 (S$260.54)
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